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How to comply with the 

UNECE regulations on 
Automotive Cybersecurity.

by Thomas Liedtke, PhD

Automotive Cybersecurity 
             Step by Step

Cybersecurity Management System CSMS

Software Update Management System SUMS

ISO/SAE 21434Regulation R.155

ISO/AWI 24089Regulation R.156
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About this White Paper

Hello folks, this white paper contains the same information I’ve covered in 
my Automotive Cybersecurity for beginners video on YouTube.

They both, the YouTube tutorial and this document, basically explain what 
the UNECE regulations R.155 and R.156 will expect from the automotive 
industry. Currently, the regulations (01/2021) have not yet been formulated 
in detail. For this, this publication has been prepared for general guidance 
only. Please do not act according to any information given in this document 
without receiving specific professional consultancy. The publisher, KUGLER 
MAAG CIE GmbH, shall not be liable for any damages resulting from any 
use of the information contained in this report.

If you want to learn more about Automotive Cybersecurity and become a 
Automotive Cybersecurity expert, check out our trainings: 

www.kuglermaag.com/cybersecurity-classes

Thomas Liedtke, PhD

I‘m a computer scientist by background. I‘m a family man 
and father of several children. After completing my PhD at 
the University of Stuttgart I entered the telecommunications 
industry. At Alcatel-Lucent I rose to a role of responsibility 
and over the course of 14 years I successfully spearheaded a 
variety of projects, also managing different departments.

I entered the field of consulting more than a decade ago and 
has been offering my wealth of experience to clients in a va-
riety of industries ever since, primarily in the areas of safety, 
security, privacy and project management. 

Beyond my responsibilities as a principal at Kugler Maag 
Cie, I‘m involved in a number of committees, particularly the 
working group for Automotive Cybersecurity at the German 
Electrical and  and the VDA Cybersecurity Work Group organi-
sed by the (DIN standard NA052-00-32-11AK and ISO stan-
dard TC22/SC32/WG11).
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Until now, the connected car has been like the Wild West: the manu-
facturer claims that his vehicle is secured against cyber-attacks. If a 
few white hat hackers were lucky enough to realize an attack path, 
it was silently and secretly reworked. With the UNECE regulations 
this is over now. Because now the manufacturer must establish 
management systems and have them audited, for cybersecurity and 
software updates. The proof that management systems are in place 
becomes just as relevant for approval as vehicle technology.

Until now, the connected car has been like the Wild West: the manufacturer 
claims that his vehicle is secured against cyber-attacks. If a few white hat ha-
ckers were lucky enough to realize an attack path, it was silently and secretly 
reworked. With the UNECE regulations this is over now. Because now the ma-
nufacturer must establish management systems and have them audited, for 
cybersecurity and software updates. The proof that management systems are 
in place becomes just as relevant for approval as vehicle technology.

Threat Analysis and Risk Assessment is a good example of this: a structured 
procedure for systematically identifying and assessing risks. With the instructi-
on to carry out TARA on a regular basis – even when the vehicles are already on 
the road. 

The UNECE regulation clearly calls for coordinated 
cybersecurity activities at the organizational level. This is 
different from cybersecurity in the project.
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Management systems Sub systems Vehicle type approval

Cybersecurity Management System CSMS

Software Update Management System SUMS

ISO/SAE 21434

Recommendation

ISO/AWI 24089

UNECE, the W orld Forum for Harmoniza-
tion of Vehicle Regulations, is the United 
Nations harmonization body for vehicle 
type approvals in Europe.  

In the summer of 2020, the WP.29 of this 
body resolved that vehicle manufacturers 
would be required to have a management 
system for both cybersecurity and soft-
ware updates. Independent third parties 
must check and confirm the validity of 
these systems. 

The domestic registration authorities for 
vehicles expect this certification. The EU 
states as well as Japan and South Korea 
have decided to apply these UNECE regula-
tions to most road vehicles. Cybersecurity 

is thus entering the field of homologation 
in an economic area where one in three 
cars rolls off the assembly line.

The UNECE regulations clearly calls for 
coordinated cybersecurity activities at the 
organizational level. This is different from 
cybersecurity in the project, where we talk 
about encryption and the like. 

Cybersecurity at organizational level requi-
res
_ defined processes,  
_ responsibilities, and  
_ measures. 

Who does what and when, so that the 
connected car remains secure.

UNECE Regulation R.155

UNECE Regulation R.156
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 On the very left of the figure, we start with 
the UNECE regulations. Formally there are 
two regulations, with similar requirements. 

_R.155 concerning the approval of vehicles 
with regards to cyber security and their 
cybersecurity management systems
_R.156 concerning software updates and 
software update management systems

The upper strand describes the regulatory 
requirements for a cybersecurity manage-
ment system (CSMS) of the manufacturer. 
The lower strand refers to the software 
update management system. 

Both lines come together if components or 
the entire vehicle type are to be approved 
by the responsible authority if possible 
before you start the production. 

In future, this procedure to be in line with a 
whole stack of certificates will be required 
for the OEMs as well as for all supplier. 
To obtain these certificates, vehicle manu-

facturers will have to introduce the corres-
ponding management systems. This means 
some massive changes in their R&D as well 
in their entire organization. So, there is ho-
mework to be done.  

Cybersecurity management systems
Fortunately, we are not out in the rain with 
this task: You‘ll find a good link on how to 
set up a cybersecurity management system 
can in a new ISO standard: ISO/SAE 21434. 

With the knowledge from the ISO/SAE DIS 
21434 standard we can set up a cybersecu-
rity management system, our CSMS. How 
this works exactly is the topic for another 
video. The point here is that the CSMS 
must cover the entire vehicle lifecycle. Re-
ally the entire one. 

In addition to the project phase in product 
development, there is also 
_production, 
_the operating phase by the buyer and  
_the scrapping of the vehicle. 

The junkyard is particularly sensitive for 
privacy reasons, because the connected car 
contains a large amount of personal data. 
Cybersecurity, I would like to emphasize 
once again, is much more than just the 
encryption of a system. It affects almost 
everything you do.
When you are finished with your cyberse-
curity management system, an indepen-
dent auditor comes to your site. It checks 
whether the management system complies 
with the requirements resulting from the 
UNECE regulation. For example, is TARA 
conducted regularly or do the goals from 
the cybersecurity concept feed into pro-
duct development? If so, you will receive a 
certificate.

The basis for the audit will be the UNECE 
Regulation R155. This regulation has not 
yet been adopted in all details.

SW Update management systems
With the software update management 
system, it is a bit more complicated. 
There will also be a UNECE regulation, 
the R156. This is also under development. 
The software update management sys-
tem can be guided by ISO AWI 24089, for 
example.

The first step corresponds to the pro-
cedure for CSMS: The auditor checks 
whether the processes of software up-
date management system meet the ob-
jectives. Software updates are ultimately 
the key to keeping the connected car 
permanently secure. If everything fits, 
you will also receive a certificate for the 
SUMS, which is valid for three years.

An important component of the SUMS 
are processes, how the RXSWIN are 
assigned and managed. An RXSWIN 
is a Regulation Software Identification 
Number. The manufacturer has to keep 
an account of his activity and set up a 
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Cybersecurity Management System CSMS
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ISO/SAE 21434
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ISO/AWI 24089

Third party audit
checks compliance with UNECE R.155

Third party audit
checks compliance with UNECE R.156

System validation report

RXSWIN Type approval
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register. RXSWIN are part of a software 
identification scheme and are assigned for 
each component that is considered to be 
security critical. With RXSWIN, the manu-
facturer always knows the current software 
configuration of a vehicle system. 

In addition to the car manufacturer‘s ma-
nagement system, its technical software 
update systems  must also be approved, 
the SW handlers both on the back-end 
systems and on the vehicle side. Both Soft-
ware Update Management System and SW 
Update System  declarations of conformity 
are a precondition for all type approvals of 
the vehicle‘s subsystems.

If we merge both strands, we have three 
systems that an independent auditor must 
confirm: 

_A cybersecurity management system,  
_a software update management system, 
_all software update systems  
  both within and outside the vehicle.

As you have certainly seen by now, in cy-
bersecurity, project concerns and the orga-
nization‘s backup go hand in hand.

You call the independent auditor again 
when your development team has com-
pleted development. He checks the release 
candidate together with the compliance 
statements for the management and up-
date systems.

Vehicle type approval
Now it goes to your national registration 
authority. This agency expects numerous 
certificates from the manufacturer - regar-
ding the cybersecurity management sys-
tem and the system validation report from 
the software update strand. And of course, 
the RXSWIN of your system.
Based on all system approvals, the manu-
facturer finally receives a type approval for 
the vehicle. Now the earnings can come.
With your cybersecurity management 
system, you ensure that all necessary 
cybersecurity activities before, during and 
after product development are carried out 
diligently. Until the last vehicle is due for 
scrapping.  Cybersecurity, let me emphasi-
ze this once again, is not an afterthought. 
Rather, it has to be considered from the 
very beginning and maintained throughout 
the lifecycle. 

Therefore, software updates are so import-
ant. Because they ensure that the connec-
ted car always stays secure.

www.kuglermaag.com

Driving the 
automotive industry forward.

Management Consulting
Improvement Programs

Automotive SPICE

Automotive Security

Functional Safety

Agile Automotive

KUGLER MAAG CIE GmbH
Leibnizstr. 11
70806 Kornwestheim
Germany

kuglermaag.com
information@kuglermaag.com 

If you liked the video and are interes-
ted in further specialist topics, please 
subscribe to this Kugler Maag Cie  
YouTube channel and watch more 
videos. And maybe you will recom-
mend our videos to your colleagues. 
See you soon.


